
 

A jformdesigner license allows you to use the "jformdesigner" IDE to create, edit, and debug Java code. A jformdesigner license unlocks all of the features of the software. If you only need to make minor edits or debug code within an existing project, a restricted license may be available for purchase. Contact licensing@jformdesigner.com for more information on restricted licenses. The
jformdesigner license is available for purchase only to the end user. Licenses are non-transferable. Replacement licenses are not available. Excerpt from the jformdesigner license: 

If you are interested in having your company or institution purchase a jformdesigner license, please contact licensing@jformdesigner.com for more information on purchasing a jformdesigner license. jFormDesigner has been designed as a graphical editing tool for developers and designers, as well as a standalone IDE. jFormDesigner provides the following features: • Code highlighting. All key, class,
and method names appear in the editor underlined with clickable hyperlinks to their corresponding metadata and active properties. This feature can be turned off and on to customize your experience with jFormDesigner. • Direct hyperlink to related metadata through use of an inline or pop-up window within the editor to provide easy access to existing classes, classes that extend the current class, and
other related tools such as code completion (for Java language only). • Code completion and instantiation (i.e., attempting to instantiate an abstract class while in an abstract method, causing a compile-time error). • Drag-and-drop of files and class names to the editor to add or modify existing classes or methods. You can also add other folders and specific files such as images, XML documents, text
documents, video files (only), other resources, etc. through drag-and-drop. • Easy-to-follow navigation and search capabilities. • Code refactoring (Rename, Move, Extract Method, etc.). • Syntax highlighting. jFormDesigner supports syntax highlighting for the following code constructs: C/C++/ActionScript, XML, HTML, JavaScript/VBScript, Ruby and Python. jFormDesigner also includes a Swing
visual designer and visual editor for the following: Java: Java SE 6+ used to design Java code.
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